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Adelphian Choir Refurns
Home Concerf Zs Tonighf
Just back from its second concert tour of the British Isles, the
Adelphian Concert Choir will
present its home concert tonight
at 8:15 p.m. in First Methodist
Church.
The conductor is Dr. Bruce
Rodgers, director of the university's School of Music. He has
included on the program folk
songs of England. Scotland and
Ireland, which are a traditional
part of Adelphian concerts, a
group of select ions from romantic secular literature and religious music of various periods.
Inspirational

The concert will open with
five numbers of an inspirational
nature including a work, "Hosanna," written especially for the
Adelphians by Dr. Alma Oncley of the university's music faculty. The others will he "Sing
Unto God" by Fetler; "0 Ye
People" by the noted contempo-

rary cellist Pablo Casals; "Give
Thanks Unto the Lord" by Mechem, using a double choir, and
"The Bests of Rooms," settling
of a 17th century poem with the
music written in 1963 by Randall
Thompson, American composer.
Two excerpts from the "Mass
in G Major" by Francis Poulenc
will follow, the "Kyrie Elison"
and the "Agnus Dci."
Then the choir will sing a group
from the earlier literature of the
church, including an "Ave Maria"
by the 16th century Spanish composer Victoria: "Ye Sons and
Daughters of the King," a work
for double choir by Leisring, 17th
century: "In Mirth and Gladness"
by F. E. Niedt, early 18th century German composer, and
"Tenebrae Factae Sunt," words
dealing with Christ's passion, by
Perez, 18th century,
Sacred Pieces

Then three contemporary sac-

,r

red pieces by American composers will be offered, "Why Art
Thou Cast Down, 0 My Soul," a
portion of the 43rd Psalm set by
Jean Berger, a composer who
lives in Colorado; "Unto Thee.
o Lord," a simple quietly moving
piece by Virgil Ford, and "Reconciliation" by Lloyd Pfautsch, a
new work for choir, trumpet and
speaking chorus.
Three pieces from America's
earlier religious days "When
Jesus Wept," "Elijah Rock" and
"Amazing Grace"—will be followed by selections from romantic
vocal literature, "Morning Song"
by Brahms, "Farewell to the
Wood" by Mendelssohn, and
"How Sad Flow the Streams" by
Brahms.
The Adeiphians then will turn
to folk songs, including "Lowlands," a sea chanty for men's
chorus; "0 No John," English
folk song featuring tenor soloist
Richard McCullough, and two
airs arranged by Dr. Rodgers,
•'Flow Gently, Sweet Afton" and
"The Minstrel Boy."
As a final number the choir
will sing "Abide With Me," a
special arrangement made for the
Adeiphians by Dr. Rodgers.

New CB
Engages
In Debate
By Roy Jacobson

PRESENTING THEIR first home concert for this year, today
at 8:15 p.m. at the First Methodist Church, the 40-voice Adelphian
Concert Choir will feature their songs sung on tour in Europe.
Under the direction of Dr. Bruce Rogers, the choir will sing classical as well as modern selections.

Better grab a chair gang,
'cause you're about to be treated
to a Central Board double feature. And please don't shine your
spotlights on the screen (luring
intermission. Thank you.
CB, March 29, capably directed
by Bill Brown and produced with
the best intentions in the world,
featured a complex plot: ratification of the student contingent for
the newly formed Student-Faculty Committee, and the Great $351
Transfer.
"This committee can represent
your dreams and views for the
future of this university," Brown
told the members concerning the
ratification. "Don't make it a
popularity contest.
They didn't.
The new members flung their
hands into the air immediately,
and not only did they thoroughly dissect the qualifications of the
students already suggested for
approval, but exuberantly tossed
in candidatorial suggestions of
their own. The battle raged for
nearly an hour, and when the
smoke, hair and fingernails cleared, freshmen Anne Donahue and
(Continued on Page 6)

WILLIAM KILWOHTH Memorial Chapel, to be completed by
January of 1967, will be located north of the library facing 18th
Street.

May IS Is Date For
Ground Breaking
Ground will be broken May 15
for the William Kilworth Memorial Chapel on the university campus, Dr. R. Franklin Thompson,
president, has announced
The chapel will be located amid
fir trees north of the library, facing 18th Street. Plans were drawn
by Lea, Pearson and Richards, architects. Construction to be completed by Jan. 1, 1967.
Mr. Kilworth, former chairman
of the university board of trustees, left $200,000 in his will for
the chapel, specifying its location
and style. A founders' group has
been formed to help underwrite
the remaining cost of the project,
which wil ltotal approximately
$250,000.
Bishop Everett W. Palmer of

the Seattle District of the Meihodist Church is expected to be
present for the groundhreaking.
Methodists of the Pacific Northwests Conference are raising
funds to add to the Kilworth bequest under the leadership of
Asst. Prof. Robert C. Alhertson,
director of religious life at the
university.
The chapel will seat approximately 300 and will be of wood
frame with brick veneer. A portico with wooden columns will
extend toward the street. The distance will be 51 feet from the
ground to the top of the weathervane. The colonial interior will
have windows of amber glass,
which may later he replaced with
stained glass.

Romeo and luRet
Af UPS April 28
By Mary Johnson
Romeo and Juliet on the UPS

stage?!
In a recent interview, Tom
Manning, drama professor and
director, answered questions
about the ability of the Campus
Playcrafters to do Shakespeare.
"It's eat, sleep, and drink
Shakespeare from now until April
28," said Manning taking a break
from the set construction on
stage. "Why am I doing Shakespeare? It's Spring and the play
deals with young love." He continued, suggesting that collegeage actors can identify with the
impetuous nature of the play.
Development of positive values
is the drama's aim. "The hero
and heroine express the strength
and endurance of love, in the

midst of hatred, the director said.
A second major reason for
doing Shakespeare, according to
Manning, is the playwright's position in literature. "Shakespeare
represents the epitome of dramatic excellence in the English language," he said. "English theatre
is judged by the quality of its
Shakespearian productions."
Can the Playcrafters do the
play well? Manning suggested
that great plays and good scripts
generally make the actor's job
easier.
Getting up to head for the
stage, he concluded with a smile,
"the play is enjoyable. We're emphasizing its Gothic feeling. In
the process we're learning the fine
points of 16th century furniture,
and the tunes of original Elizabethan music."
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INEPT FORUM COMMITTEE BUNGLES PUBLICITY,
OFF-CAMPUS PUBLIC UNINFORMED OF EVENT
An event of the magniture of last week's
Public Affairs Forum contributes greatly to
the scholastic image of the university. Such
an extravaganza can go a long way towards
attracting gifted students, impressing future
donors and proving the academic worth of
the school to the community.
But because of a botched-up job of promotion by an inept student committee, few people off campus were aware that such a forum
was held. Murray Morgan, local radio pundit
and nationally published author, took a justifiable jab at UPS last Monday when he told
his radio audience that he'd heard rumors of
a political forum at UPS but that nobody
seemed to know anything about it.
Lectures do not draw attention by themselves. A meticulously-timed publicity campaign must draw attention to them. Artificial
and superficial as this may sound, it is the
only way to focus attention upon a highly
academic event in this era of controlled news
and Madison Avenue gibberish. If you don't
believe me, analyze the methods used to promote the Modern Jazz Quartet, Henry Mancmi and Carlos Montoya - all top name
performers who seemingly could ride on their
talent alone.
To start with, a colorful brochure should
have been prepared and mailed to educators,
businessmen, librarians and newsmen in the
Northwest. They should have been mailed
three weeks prior to the forum. The Trail
recently received such a brochure from Central Washington State College describing
their symposium on leisure starring Nelson
Aigren and Margaret Mead.
Secondly, a series of news stories should

have been released to Puget Sound papers,
radio and TV, starting three weeks before
the event. The first two should have been
short, followed by a more sensational release
announcing Senator Morse for the first time.
Simultaniously, personalized invitations
should have been extended to the press and
personal contacts made with editors. The
press must be treated gingerly, in fact coddled, if results are to be achieved. This means
indulgence, tact and planning. If there's anything a city editor detests it is some presumptious outsider telling HIM what is
newsworthy and what should go on HIS
pages.
As a further inducement to the press, specific times should have been reserved for reporters to interview forum speakers on timely topics of popular interest. Papers are not
generally interested in prepared academic
lectures.
Thirdly, signs should have been posted in
local schools, libraries and businesses at least
three weeks in advance.
Lastly, attractive programs should have
been printed for distribution to forum spectators. The Trail had planned a special edition for this purpose but abandoned it when
a member of the forum committee explained
that a program was to be printed. The program obviously fell through.
The $3,500 forum had about as excellent
a collection of speakers on the subject as
could be found. It is unfortunate that it was
not promoted, especially when a $500 fund
had been reserved for that specific purpose.
It is also unfortunate that the forum had to
follow in the wake of the Brown and Haley
Lectures. - f.d.h.

NEW CENTRAL BOARD SHOWS DEFINITE SPARK,
MUST BECOME IWIIMUNE TO TRITE CRITICISMS
Despite the occasional drubbings that the
Trail gives student government we view the
new Central Board as the most creative that
we've seen in years. Alert, questioning and
enthusiastic, the board promises a fruitful
season at UPS for student government.
Dealing with issues more controversial
and consequential than most previous Central Boards, members must grow thick hides
if they are to sustain criticism from students,
faculty, administrators and the Trail. That
they are accomplishing something and in-

quiring into things should immunize them
to petty criticism and spur them on to greater adventures.
Roy Jacobson's often facetious reports
on Central Board should not be taken as
criticism or sarcasm. By highlighting the CB
meetings with humor the dry details are
made more readable. Such a task requires
a deft pen that only a gifted wit with Jacobson's reporting skill is capable of producing.
CB members, keep up the good work!
- f.d.h.

EL PASO OR BUST
CENTRAL BOARD'S BANK
A good Friday to you all, and particularly to ASB officers about to embark on
expense-paid weekends in El Paso, Texas.
Just before spring vacation Central
Board siphoned $351 from the reserve-forcontingencies account to send Bill Brown and
Roy Kimbel on a $520 El Paso holiday. The
purpose—to attend the PSPA Convention,
an annual orgy for student body presidents.
Nothing was said about sinuses.
Bill Brown's airplane ticket is not in
question here. The trip is one of the prizes
awarded the winner of the ASB presidency.
But to send Roy Kimbel is ridiculous. Twice
previous he has made the pilgrimage. As he
no longer represents the student body I see
no reason to send him.
Anachronistic traditions like sending
ASB officers on convention junkets should
be re-evaluated. This is especially pertinent
in view of the tight budget under which the
ASB must operate.
Such conventions are generally unproductive affairs where the participants develop
a talent for sipping dri martinis and learn
the art of hotel room-hopping. The weekend meetings also help subsidize the hotelrestaurant industry in the off season and
provide excellent training for perspective
business executives.
Intellectual vacuums, such two-day parties rarely equip delegates with any new
ideas or solutions. Delegates return to campus, weary and hung over, with nearly drained fifths and wild stories of the statuesque
blond that got away.
A conservative breed, student body officers generally arrive at the convention
armed with little to contribute. They return
home having discovered that their campus
has problems in common with other campuses.
Sometime in the future the Trail may
dump a few $350 contingencies on Central
Board; let's hope they're receptive. Until
that time maybe CB will loose some of its
enthusiasm for LBJ's Travel-in-the-USA
campaign.—f.d.h.

BOULDING'S POEM
EDITOR'S NOTE: The following poem was written and anallyzed by Kenneth Boulding for an honor's class at UPS. The
Brown and Haley Lecturer composed the poem during his flight
to Tacoma. Boulding used the poem to examine the process of
creativity within the human mind.

A small arrow of beauty pierces me at the midbrain;
It is only the orange morning on a polluted pooi,
With grey ripples weaving a corduroy pattern,
But I am alive, wakened from sleep again
A dormant poem aroused from the fluted pooi
Of my mind, with piled paper strewn like a slattern.
BRING US YOUR
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New York Play, I Viary, Mary, To
Open at Tacoma Little Theatre
Mary, Mary by Jean Kerr,
which opened in New York in
1961, and ran for two and a
half years, will open at the Tacoma Little Theatre April 15th.
It is one of the handful of plays
in American stage history to run
over 1,000 performances. The
film version opened in New York
in the fall of 1963, when the
play was still playing to full
houses. A London production of
the play had opened to great success earlier that year.
In the local production Dorothy
Jean Heffernan will play the female lead. Robert Riner will play
the role of the husband. Frank
Emmett and Marlene Miko will
appear as the suitor and the new
fiancee, and Pat Collier completes the cast as the acid-tongued
attorney.
The cast performs under the

Friday-At-Four
Friday-at-Four will present
James, Inc., a piano-organ corndirecton of John B. Culbertson bo with Clarence Wheeler and
and on sets devised by Eilif Fred- Bob Warnica, in Cellar 10 this
week.
riksen.

Donald Tracey Prese] nts Sculpture
And Painting Exhibit
An exhibit of paintings and
sculpture by Donald E. Tracey,
instructor in art at Lincoln High
School, is the current attraction
at the Kittredge Hall Gallery.
A public preview will be held
Friday from 8:20 to 10 p.m. The
show will open next Sunday and
continue through April 29.
Tracey received his bachelor's
degree from Central Washington
State College, attended the University of Puget Sound and Burnley School of Art in Seattle and
received his master of fine arts
degree from the University of
Washington.

He has been exhibiting for 17
years in local and regional shows.
Among these are the Northwest
and Southwest Washington annuals, Tacoma Arts and Crafts
Association, Tacoma Art Museum, Northwests Craftsmen,
Washington Art Association and
Artists of Washington Invitational.
His work has won awards in
painting and sculpture and is rep
resented in public and private collections.
Gallery hours are 8 am. to 5
pin. Mondays through Fridays
and 1 to 4 p.m. Sundays.
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Langdon, New Hall
Plan Spring Formal
Cherry Blossom Eve was the
theme chosen for the spring formal to be held Saturday, April
30 at 9 p.m. at the Americana
Motor Inn.
The dance, sponsored by Langdon Hall and New Hall, is open to
all independent women, townees
and members of the Kappa Kappa Gamma Sorority.
"The band is comprised of
members of several leading bands
in the Tacoma area who play at
such places as Anton's, Top of
the Ocean, and The Towers. It
is under the direction of Mr. Jack

Willard," stated Olivia Gentry,
chairman of the committee on
music.
The colors co-ordinating the
dance are pink and white. Committee members of Langdon Hall
are taking charge of invitations
and tickets, publicity, and the
band; New Hall is responsible for
decorations and favors, and refreshments.
"We are very enthusiastic about
the dance since it is the first formal dance that the dorms have
put on in several years," commented Ruth DeCann, president
of Langdore Hall.

The
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go for
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CB ARGUES OVER PROPOSED SPIRIT IS?l GROUP
(Continued from Page 1)

Dean Henry, sophomores Steve
Kneeshaw and Dennis Bakke and
juniors Jack Ludwick and Janie
Nelles were ratified.
—Fund TransferThen Finance Committee set
its best profile forward and proposed that $351 he taken from
the Reserve for Contingencies and
placed in the Convention and
Travel Account so Roy Kimbel
and Bill Brown can hop down to
El Paso, Texas, this May for a
student body officers convention.
John Countryman's dissent was
drowned in a chorus of yeas and
the proposal passed.
Intermission. Marcia Burdette's
popcorn and bagel stand now
open for business at Pat's.
This week's Central Board
meeting was again saturated with
intense debate, and several issues
were thoroughly run through the
mill.
Concerning proceeds from the
up-coming Spring Weekend,
Brown suggested that the freshman class School-to-School project and the World University
Service program split the take
50-50, instead of hitting the freshmen goal of $1000 first and then
scraping the run-off over to WUS
as the 01(1 CB had decided.
Brown reasoned that WUS is a
rad i tio nal all-school project,
while School-to-School is merely
a freshman class undertaking.
Darrell McCluney, recently retired freshman class president
turned delegate-at-large and originator of the School-to-School
idea, reasoned otherwise. He said
School-to-School was initiated by
the freshman class to be Perpetuated by the university as a whole.
—McCluney Indignant"I've stressed that a million
times," he emphasized, and then
added that since the program was
set in motion by the old CB, the
new CE isn't up on the details
and shouldn't he tampering with
it. Besides, the freshmen have
well over $600 already, he said,
and he predicted that with the
proceeds from the class-sponsored Beth Pederson concert to be
heIdI here in May, there would
probably be quite a hit left over
from the expected $600-800
Spring Weekend purse for WUS
anyway. The other members apparently agreed and decided to
leave the whole thing as it was
originally. Marcia Burdette stated
the matter succinctly. The old
CB would surely be "wicked off"
if they didn't.
Brown also brought up the idea
of forming a new men's spirit
group to fill the cheering void
left by the now-defunct Choppers,
and directed the board's attention
to ietired yell king Mike Hara
for the details.
—Hara's PlanHara said the new group would
consist of 40-45 men (2 or 3
from each living group) who
would use $100-150 of the current $350 Rally Budget excess to
purchase some sort of identifying
apparel to get them started, with
the understanding that future

members would provide their own
uniforms. There would he "no
21 years or over understanding,"
Hara went on. He said responsible" people would be chosen for
membership, "those whose influence will carry." Wistfully remembering the old Choppers, several of the board members questioned the idealism of trying to
eliminate the RF factor completely, but Hara replied: "There's
bound to be some RF-ing, but we
want the men to get some spirit
in themselves, too." He didn't

say what brand.
Anyway, after a spirited debate
during which Steve Kneeshaw
said the proposed expenditure
"isn't asking too much at all,"
John Countryman said it was a
$150 gamble of the students' money," and Clay Loges asked Hara
how he would like to have his
budget cut, Steve Doolittle suggested Hara get together with the
rests of the planners and draw up
a concrete proposal to submit to
CB later. This idea appealed to
the members, and they gave it a

vote of confidence.
—Vacation RevampCampus Faith Council recommended that classes resume on
the Tuesday following spring vacation instead of Monday so students returning from far away
wouldn't have to hit the road on
Easter. Their spokesman said
UPS is sort of a religious-oriented
institution, and it's "sacreligious
if nothing else" to travel on Easter. CB agreed to submit the
recommendation to the Faculty
Senate.

In other action, members to
next year's Judiciary Committee,
junior Diana Ripeon and sophomores Karen Bagne and Tom
Iverson, were ratified.

TEA WEDNESDAY
The Annual International Tea
sponsored by the foreign students
of UPS will be heidi this coming
Wednesday, April 20, from 4 to
5 p.m. in the Student Center
Lounge.

Every mother wants to raise her family
in a safe and friendly atmosphere
When the little hummingbird set up housekeeping
in a Standard Oil refinery, she paid us a high
compliment.
She didn't know that our Company had invested
millions to remove smoke and vapors from the
refinery atmosphere, but she found it highly compatible—and she's an expert judge of air. The
refinery's human neighbors also benefit.
Clearing smoke and smog from the atmosphere of
whole cities will be a more complex problem, but

Standard Oil works for this, too—through research,
joint efforts with public authorities, the loan of top
scientists to pollution control projects in your
community's interest.
Whether it's protecting natural resources, scenic
areas and wild life... guarding water resources
against pollution ... or preventing contamination
of the air in our busy cities... Standard Oil is
dedicated to conservation - an important part of
our responsibility to you.
P.S. The baby hummingbirds, born at our El Segundo, California,
refinery, were as pretty as their mother.

OIL COMPANY OF CALIFORNIA

